
 
 

Muhammad is a graduate of Yale University and joined the 
team at JTC Education to help with Biology. On top of a 
number of years experience in private tutoring, he has worked 
as a research scientist in an infectious disease lab and biotech 
venture where he produced novel treatments for 
neurodegenerative diseases. Muhammad focuses on how to 
think like a Biologist in his lessons, but equally prioritises the 
refining of vocabulary and exam technique to score high in 
exams.

Tutoring Experience 

Biology / SAT Tutor

Tutor Bio: Muhammad  

Education

✦ B.A. Economics with minor in Pre-Medicine at Yale University. 

✦ 99th percentile scorer in Medical College Aptitude Test (MCAT) 

✦ 4 A*s/As at A level 

Subjects / Exam Boards 
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✦ KS3 Biology 

✦ GCSE / IGCSE  Biology: all exam boards 

✦ A level Biology : all exam boards 

✦ University admissions: US admissions consulting / interviews / SAT I prep 

Muhammad has been tutoring online and in-person for the past three years. He has helped 
students through a variety of exams ranging from GCSE Biology through to A level through 
to SAT I and MCAT. As well as tutoring GCSE and A level Biology, Muhammad has 
developed his own SAT I prep course following success as one of the highest scorers in SAT 
I in Dubai in 2017.  

Testimonials 
✦ “Working with Muhammad was great. I began in the 50th percentile on my MCAT and by 

the time of my final exam found myself in the 98th percentile! Thanks Muhammad!”—
Medicine applicant. 

✦ “Muhammad sure was fussy when it came to picking apart my answers for Biology GCSE, 
but I was really happy he did in the end as it meant I was able to get a level 8.” —GCSE 
Student, originally on level 6 

✦ “We found Muhammad to be an incredibly organised and at the same time passionate 
teacher. I think GCSE Biology is not the easiest of courses to make interesting, but 
somehow he managed.”—Parent of y10 GCSE Student.


